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                                                    [image: ]UBIKA WAAP Gateway/Cloud 6.11.8 (LTS)
2024-04-10
6.11.8 LTS version is out! (bugfixes and components upgrade)


                                                
	
                                                    [image: ]HTTP/2 CONTINUATION Flood
2024-04-08
A new denial of service vulnerability that targets the HTTP/2 protocol.


                                                
	
                                                    [image: ]UBIKA WAAP Gateway & Cloud Security update 3.46.0
2024-03-21
A new security update for ICX patterns and rules is available!


                                                
	
                                                    [image: ]UBIKA WAAP Gateway/Cloud 6.11.7 (LTS)
2024-02-13
6.11.7 LTS version is out! (bugfixes and components upgrade)


                                                
	
                                                    [image: ]UBIKA WAAP Gateway/Cloud 6.13.0 (Latest)
2024-01-17
6.13.0 version is out! (Content-Type validation, bugfixes and components upgrade)


                                                
	
                                                    [image: ]CVE-2023-4911 - Buffer Overflow in glibc
2023-10-13
A new vulnerability has been disclosed on glibc. UBIKA products are impacted but not exploitable.


                                                
	
                                                    [image: ]CVE-2023-44487 - HTTP/2 rapid reset attack
2023-10-13
HTTP/2 is subject to an attack using rapid reset packets leading to DoS on some HTTP servers.


                                                
	
                                                    [image: ]Gartner Peer Insights™
2023-09-18
Your opinion is important to us, and we value your feedback. Please take a moment to write a review on Gartner Peer Insights™ about your experience with UBIKA. 
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